
WHATS THE BEARD THESIS

An Economic Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States is a book by American More specifically, Beard
contends that the Constitutional Convention was attended by, and the () and Economic Origins of Jeffersonian
Democracy () extended Becker's thesis down to in terms of class conflict.

It remains to be seen whether, as Brian Balogh, a Beard admirer, puts it, "charismatic leaders like Barack
Obama" will be able to "jump-start" the cycle of continued growth of centralized national authority predicted
by the "remarkably resilient interpretation of American political development originally crafted by Progressive
era activist historians like Charles Beard. In , said Beard, the farmers and debtors, led by plantation
slaveowners, overthrew the capitalists and established Jeffersonian democracy. In its original and revised
versions Beardian-style history misconceives both the nature and the purpose of the American Founding.
Economic theory aside, it is hard to see how the mind and spirit of Charles Beard, who in his own distinctive
way was a nationalist, nativist, and American exceptionalist, can be reconciled with contemporary progressive
norms of multiculturalism and egalitarianism. The situation was more complicated with respect to the
Constitution as a system of republican government in which the people were supposed to be the constituent
constitutional authority. Goodnow, E. In the view of David C. Evaluating the debate, historian Peter Novick
concluded: "By the early s it was generally accepted within the historical profession that [ Brilliantly
successful and popular as a teacher, Beard in the graduate school and early faculty years increasingly
supported himself through income from books, lectures, and investments, including a dairy farm that he
purchased in Connecticut. Upon the book's publication, Republican notables such as William Howard Taft and
Elihu Root attacked it for unpatriotic desecration of the Founding Fathers' statesmanship. More specifically,
Beard contends that the Constitutional Convention was attended by, and the Constitution was therefore written
by, a "cohesive" elite seeking to protect its personal property especially federal bonds and economic standing.
For his presidential address to the American Historical Association in , he presented a paper entitled "Written
History as an Act of Faith. The "spirit of party and faction" is thus involved in "the necessary and ordinary
operations of government. That the national government must pay the Revolutionary war debt was universally
acknowledged. Beard, subsequently produced a monumental synthesis of the history of the United States
entitled The Rise of American Civilization, 2 vol. Robinson in writing several widely used textbooks on that
subject. When it is dark enough, you can see the stars. As a graduate student in the School of Political Science,
he aligned himself with renowned Progressive scholars Frank J. Although liberal and radical scholars
acknowledged flaws in Beard's methodology and conclusions, in the view of political scientist Harold C. He
and other delegates to Philadelphia had listed the protection of property as one of the essential reasons for the
institution of government, as McDonald has emphasized. Separated from the social and economic fabric by
which it was conditioned, law "has no reality. From the late s on, the "republican" ideological interpretation of
the Revolution and Constitution superseded Beard's economic determinism. Every fundamental appeal was
directed to some material and substantial interest: to the people at large, who sought protection against
invading armies; to the commercial classes, whose business would be ruined by the follies of the
Confederation; and to holders of depreciating federal securities, and creditors seeking relief against paper
money. The question was whether the states or the national government was better prepared to provide a
constitutional foundation for national economic development. Merrill Jensen, noting that Beard's controversial
book had generated more heat than light, posited that the essential division over the Constitution was between
cities and nearby commercial farming areas on the one hand, and farmers in the back country on the other. To
say the least, Beard's reading of Madison as an economic determinist contradictedThe Federalist's central
premise that Americans were deciding the question whether good government could be established from
"reflection and choice" or must forever be left to depend on "accident and force. Its claim that the Founders
were possessive aristocrats out to protect the property of the privileged has, to be sure, been demolished in the
scholarly literature, most notably by Forrest McDonald. The Neo-Beardians proposed an economic-geographic
interpretation organized around the development of capitalist market relations. Summary[ edit ] An Economic
Interpretation of the Constitution of the United States argues that the structure of the Constitution of the
United States was motivated primarily by the personal financial interests of the Founding Fathers ; Beard
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contends that the authors of The Federalist Papers represented an interest group themselves. In this book he
claimed that the Constitution had been formulated by interest groups whose motivations were just as much
personal financial ones as they were political ones. Instead of two interestsâ€”landed and mercantileâ€”which
conflicted, McDonald asserted that there were three dozen identifiable interests that forced the delegates to
bargain. Reared in a prosperous family, Beard attended DePauw University , Greencastle, Indiana, and, after
his graduation in , he studied at the University of Oxford. The founders' aim was "to establish a government
that would be strong enough to pay the national debt, regulate interstate and foreign commerce, provide for
national defence, prevent fluctuations in the currency created by paper emissions, and control the propensities
of legislative majorities to attack private rights. Nor can these economic disputes be seen as proxies for battles
between rich and poor, since those attempting to manipulate their way out of debt were just as often the
former. To supply an economic determinist social science research strategy, Beard conceived "an economic
biography" of an estimated , men connected with the framing and adoption of the Constitution. Charles A. He
tweets at GregWeiner1. Swisher said "the rough treatment" Beard received did not negate his achievement in
bringing the economic question into play in searching for the origins of constitutions, in contrast to "sources in
divinity, racial superiority, and in other areas. Beard and his wife, Mary R. This article appeared in: Vol.
Although conceding that the most illuminating source on "the economic character" of the Constitution was the
record of debate in the Convention, he did not analyze that debate.


